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ABSTRACT
The blooming of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led to the demand for new connectivity technologies. Zigbee, with its low-power consumption and flexible network structure, has become one of the essential wireless communication protocols in the IoT ecosystem and is adopted by many major companies. There have been over thousands of certified Zigbee products, ranging from sensors, to link light products, to smart energy devices. A common belief is that Zigbee is comparatively secure, due to the nature of closed networks and the use of encryption.

However, in this paper, we find Zigbee-related attacks in which adversaries are outside of the target network and have no knowledge of the encryption keys. The low attack requirements pose high threats. The attacks mislead devices to accept forged packets, which will jeopardize the normal operations of Zigbee networks. We further develop a framework to efficiently identify such problems. The framework supports flexible modification of address and network information, and bit-level manipulations from the MAC layer. To accelerate analysis, we design semantic-aware fuzzing to generate packet candidates that are more likely to produce meaningful results.

We conduct experiments on 10 real-world Zigbee systems. Using our approach, we have identified five types of practical attacks, ranging from communication disruption to security key leakage. We show proof-of-concept attacks on industry Zigbee products and systems. Our findings bring to light new security issues of Zigbee and further motivate possible mitigation approaches.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Mobile and wireless security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies extend network connectivities and lead to the promise of new-level convenience and utility, such as home automation [2, 12, 34, 35, 41], remote healthcare [4, 22, 24, 29, 31], self-driving vehicles [75, 78], and smart manufacturing and agriculture [55, 79]. A recent report estimates that the number of deployed IoT devices will reach 27 billion in 2025, and the global market will be valued at three trillion US dollars [37]. The thriving of IoT heightens the demand for new wireless communication technologies. In particular, Zigbee, due to its low-power consumption and security features, has developed into a critical standard for IoT communications and is adopted by many leading companies. There have been over 4,000 certified products listed on the Connectivity Standards Alliance website [21] (previously known as Zigbee Alliance website), ranging from sensors and door locks, to link light products, to smart energy devices. Therefore, understanding and analyzing Zigbee security is an imperative mission.

Challenges. Existing Zigbee-related security studies focus on attacks exploiting key leakage [60, 81] or old-generation designs (such as replay or DoS attacks [16, 57], which are not exploitable in the latest Zigbee protocol). Zigbee network is a closed network. Except during the commissioning step (typically requiring human interactions), the Zigbee network will not allow nodes to join. It lacks systematic approaches to holistically examine Zigbee security, such as with adversaries outside of the network during the closed normal operations.

Moreover, it is challenging to efficiently find meaningful test cases and identify Zigbee vulnerabilities. Zigbee has varied packet formats, which have not been deeply studied yet. Especially the Zigbee protocol uses 128-bit AES-CCM* encryption and generates a 32-bit authentication code (details in Section 2.2). Thus, it is impractical to directly explore the Zigbee packet space for security analysis.

Novel solutions and findings. Different from prior work, we find attacks that target closed Zigbee networks and bypass security mechanisms (threat model in Section 3): specifically, the adversary is outside of the target Zigbee network, has no knowledge of the encryption keys, and does not rely on the short exploitation time window of the commissioning phase (i.e., attacking at arbitrary time). To address the research challenges, we develop a framework (Section 5) to flexibly support modification of address and network information, and generate packets with fine-granularity
We further investigate the causes of the vulnerabilities in Zigbee we find can jeopardize Zigbee networks and devices at arbitrary time (not relying on commissioning windows). In contrast, the attacks that we reveal require sending hundreds of packets per second, our identified attacks send tens of packets per second and find upper layer vulnerabilities.

We conducted experiments on 10 real-world Zigbee systems. Using our analysis approach, we have identified five types of practical attacks and demonstrated a variety of Zigbee systems susceptible to similar attacks. These Zigbee systems use different chipsets and different software. Our identified attacks can be launched from outside of the closed Zigbee networks (at arbitrary time during their normal operations, instead of just the short commissioning window). In two types of the attacks, adversaries not authorized by the network can interrupt normally operational IoT devices, consequently stopping intended functionalities (e.g., motion sensors cannot send alarms when there is a break-in). The third type of attack triggers the target device to expose the encryption key, which allows the adversary to control all devices in a network (as the encryption key is used by all devices in a network). In the last two types of attacks, the vulnerable Zigbee systems will accept and process invalid packets. We further investigate the causes of the vulnerabilities in Zigbee systems and provide mitigation suggestions.

Compared to the attacks that we reveal, the other previously known attacks are more difficult to take effect. Jamming attack [54] is a typical threat, which uses physical signal interference and disrupts wireless connections. The Zigbee protocol has already adopted and standardized effective countermeasures against jamming, including DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) [7, 63] using signal spreading and DCA (Dynamic Channel Assignment) [18, 20] providing dynamic channel changes. During our experiments, we have observed that DCA was used in practical devices, where the Zigbee networks will switch to different signal channels when sensing jamming. Compared with jamming which requires sending hundreds of packets per second, our identified attacks send tens of packets per second and find upper layer vulnerabilities.

Another typical class of Zigbee attacks exploit the commissioning phase [49, 51, 52], when new devices are joining the Zigbee networks. Adversaries need to wait until the Zigbee network is activated (by benign users) to accept joining requests, which will be a small time window to launch attacks. In contrast, the attacks that we find can jeopardize Zigbee networks and devices at arbitrary time (not relying on commissioning windows).

In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

- We find Zigbee-related attacks that can be launched from outside of the target network and do not require the encryption keys. The attacks can exploit Zigbee networks at arbitrary time during closed normal operations, while previous studies mostly target the commissioning phase (which requires human interactions to enable and has a small time window) [49, 51, 52] or old-generation designs [16, 57].
- We develop a framework to efficiently identify previously unknown Zigbee vulnerabilities. We design semantic-aware fuzzing to generate protocol-compliant packets as candidates, which provides fine-granularity manipulation and higher chances to reach meaningful corner cases.
- We conduct experiments on 10 real-world Zigbee products and systems and identify five types of attacks. The attack vectors are rooted from the network layer and can affect upper Zigbee protocol layers. We analyze the causes of the problems and propose possible approaches to mitigate the threats.

2 BACKGROUND

Zigbee is designed for low-power low-bandwidth needs and can transmit data through a mesh wireless network. We provide background on Zigbee network architecture, protocol stack, commissioning process, and its security mechanisms.

2.1 Zigbee Protocol

Zigbee network overview. A node in the Zigbee network refers to physical communication equipment. Every node has a 64-bit globally unique MAC address (also called extended address) set by the manufacturer. In addition, a 16-bit network address (also called logical address or short address) is assigned to a node when it joins a Zigbee network. The network addresses are introduced to comply with the relatively small storage of nodes and the Zigbee packet length limit, and are intended to be only unique and used for communication within the network. Zigbee nodes can be categorized into three types, including controllers, routers, and end devices.

A controller (also called coordinator) manages the Zigbee network and provides permission to all the rest nodes intended to join the network. Every centralized Zigbee network has one controller with a 16-bit Personal Area Network identifier (PAN ID) and a 64-bit Extended PAN ID (EPID). Both identifiers can uniquely define the network. The controller maintains the routing table with MAC address and its corresponding network address for every node. The controller is the only node to update network information (as network key described in Section 2.2). A router acts as an intermediate node between the controller and end devices. A router maintains a routing table and may include end devices’ functionalities. We do not use router in the paper although the attacks are also applicable on routers. End devices can communicate with their parent nodes (controller or router), but cannot relay data. End devices support functionalities to interact with physical world and collect data.

Zigbee protocol stack. Zigbee stack architecture consists of five layers as shown in Figure 1. From bottom to top, there are Physical layer, Media Access Control (MAC) layer, Network (NWK) layer, Application Support Sublayer (APS) and Zigbee Cluster Library (ZCL). APS and ZCL are components belonging to the Application layer. Physical layer sets the physical channel (5Mb for each one) of the Zigbee network, which is one of 16 channels identified in ISM band in 802.15.4. MAC and Network layers are responsible for data transmission and routing. The Zigbee node addresses (MAC and network addresses) and the network identifiers (PAN ID and EPID) are included and expressed as cleartext format in MAC and Network layers. APS provides control services for other components of the Application layer. ZCL defines cluster functionality developed by the Connectivity Standards Alliance, where each cluster contains...
a group of commands with attributes. The clusters in turn specify different application profiles, such as Light Link 1.1, Home Automation 1.3, and Health Care 1.0. A Zigbee network can choose to apply encryption mechanisms to protect Application-layer information (see Section 2.2).

2.2 Zigbee Security

Security keys. The Zigbee protocol supports symmetric encryption for secure communications. The encryption algorithm is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The security keys for a Zigbee network include a network key and link keys. A 128-bit network key is distributed during the commissioning process and used to encrypt Network layer payload (i.e., Application layer information). There are 128-bit factory-programmed link keys, which are used to encrypt initial network key transmission or optionally encrypt the payload of APS (i.e., ZCL information). The encrypted parts in the Zigbee protocol stack are shown as the stripe pattern in Figure 1. Though the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer has encryption option, due to high power consumption of crypto operations and the challenge of key distribution, MAC layer encryption is not used in practice.

Data encryption and authentication. Zigbee uses AES encryption and the CCM* mode of operation to provide authenticity and confidentiality of data transmissions. The AUX header of the corresponding layer contains fields of security level, frame counter, and source address (e.g., source MAC address at the Network layer), which construct the nonce used in the AES encryption to prevent replay attacks. A Message Integrity Code (MIC) is calculated and appended after the encrypted payload for integrity protection (32-bit long with the default security level specified). Directly brute forcing 32-bit MIC is infeasible in terms of time consumption. With a packet transmission rate of 200 packets per second, the brute force of the 32-bit MIC is estimated to take more than 248 days.

3 THREAT MODEL WITH NEW ATTACK SCENARIOS

There are two main factors that make it challenging to compromise Zigbee networks and communications: (1) Zigbee networks have the closed network nature, which are equipped with a dedicated commissioning process to add new devices into the networks. The commissioning process typically requires users’ actions to enable the controller to accept joining requests (e.g., pushing a button on the controller). The controller and the new device will exchange EPID, PAN ID, MAC addresses and establish encryption keys during the commissioning phase. Except commissioning, the Zigbee network is closed and the controller will not process joining requests. Packets from unauthorized devices are denied; (2) The Zigbee protocol uses encryption with the AES algorithm and authentication with the CCM* mode to protect the Application layer (i.e., payload of the Network layer). Without knowing the correct security keys (exchanged during the commissioning period), adversaries can not infiltrate Zigbee systems. Consequently, existing attack scenarios focus on exploiting the commissioning phase [1, 51, 52, 61] or side channels with security keys exposed [26, 32, 57, 60, 81].

However, we find Zigbee attacks that can bypass these two constraints. Figure 2 shows our threat model with example attack scenarios. The simplified Zigbee network has two nodes: one Zigbee controller and one device communicate and transfer data. Each node has a 64-bit MAC address and a 16-bit network address (which is assigned during the commissioning process). The Zigbee network is identified by the 16-bit PAN ID and the 64-bit EPID, which are specified by the controller. The attack device in Figure 2 is not in the target Zigbee network (i.e., not authorized) and does not know the EPID, PAN ID, MAC addresses and network addresses, PAN ID, and EPID.

Figure 1: Zigbee protocol stack. The strip pattern indicates encrypted information. APS and ZCL belong to the Application layer. MAC and Network layers contain the cleartext information of MAC and network addresses, PAN ID, and EPID.

Figure 2: Threat model with new attack scenarios. Zigbee network is a closed network and does not allow unauthorized devices to communicate, but the basic network information (such as device MAC addresses and PAN ID) is unencrypted and can be easily learned through wireless sniffing. The attack packets are generated and sent by an outside impersonator, which pretends to use the controller’s MAC address (➊) and fills packets with the controller’s network address and the target Zigbee network information (e.g., PAN ID) (➋). The target device will process the attack packets (➌) and result in an abnormal status.
network key. The only requirement is that adversaries sniff publicly available Zigbee network information in the packets over the radio link, including devices’ MAC addresses and network addresses, and network PAN ID and EPID. As manifested in Figure 1, this information is unencrypted in the headers of MAC and Network layers.

The attack device will impersonate as a node that is already in the target Zigbee network. Since the controller has the most capabilities in the Zigbee network, we focus on attacks impersonating the controller. Note that the following attack steps can be launched at arbitrary time during the closed normal operations of Zigbee networks (instead of during the commissioning phase).

**Attack step 1.** As a prerequisite to communicate on the MAC layer of IEEE 802.15.4, the attack device needs to overwrite its manufacturer-produced physical address and pretend to be the controller in the Zigbee network. The adversary can easily obtain the controller’s MAC address by sniffing Zigbee packets, since the MAC addresses are contained as plain text in the headers of MAC and Network layers (as shown in Figure 1). In the example of Figure 2, the attack device sets the MAC address to 00:00:6F:00:0F:3F:AF:BC, the same as the controller’s address.

**Attack step 2.** The attack device further imitates the network identifiers. The controller’s network address (0000) and the network PAN ID (ABC4) can be extracted by eavesdropping on regular Zigbee packets. To obtain the network EPID, the adversary can broadcast a beacon request. Then the controller will send back the EPID (5B:2C:2C:FA:57:75:5D:12) in a beacon response (meanwhile announcing the network is closed, not accepting joining requests). Next, the adversary selects a target device (or multiple devices) as the attack target. Similarly, the target device’s MAC and network addresses (00:22:A3:00:00:1F:05:5D and 57C3 in the example of Figure 2) can be easily obtained from packet sniffing. With the setup of the matching network information, the attack device can fake as the controller to send packets to the target device.

**Attack step 3.** The attack device constructs packets and injects them into the Zigbee network. The goal of the adversary is to cause the target device to process the forged packets and end up in dysfunctional statuses. Though regular Zigbee communications use encryption on the Network layer payload, packets crafted with specific control fields and commands can induce vulnerabilities. Section 7 shows five detailed attacks that we have identified. These attacks can force Zigbee devices to disconnect from the network or leak the encryption keys.

The attacks rely on minimal conditions. The adversary is not within the target Zigbee network, does not need to know the encryption keys, and does not rely on the commissioning phase. All required information can be easily obtained through wireless traffic sniffing (e.g., to obtain MAC addresses and PAN ID) or active probing (e.g., to obtain EPID). The threat model is compatible with the capabilities of real-world unprivileged adversaries.

## 4 OVERVIEW OF OUR ANALYSIS APPROACH

We develop a framework to systematically analyze the Zigbee protocol and identify weaknesses that adversaries can exploit to launch the aforementioned attacks. The general idea is to simulate an attack device, enumerate potentially problematic control fields and commands to generate packets for evaluation, and trace defective statuses in the Zigbee systems.

**Development platform.** We choose to build the framework based on the Texas Instruments CC2538 evaluation module, which provides programmable functionality for Zigbee development. The CC2538 module supports Zigbee 3.0, the latest version of the Zigbee standard. The module implements the Zigbee protocol as Z-stack (in C). More experiment setting details are described in Section 7.

Our framework development provides flexible analysis for Zigbee networks and the design includes two parts: setting manipulation and packet fuzzing. Figure 3 demonstrates the overview of our framework design.

**Flexible setting manipulation** (Section 5). To support flexible configurations and packet transmission, we manipulate the framework module in two phases. **Power-on phase** (Section 5.1): When the framework module is powered on, we modify the loading procedure and overwrite the MAC address of the framework module. We can set arbitrary MAC address for the framework module to interact with a Zigbee network. **Network-setup phase** (Section 5.2): When the radio antenna is activated, we manipulate the network information in the framework module. We modify the network formation procedure to assign the PAN ID and EPID that we select. In the routing table, we directly insert the destination node information for experiment.
Our framework is flexible to configure device and network settings, and other researchers can adapt it to conduct a wide variety of Zigbee IoT experiments, e.g., testing management during application development. In this paper, we use our framework to simulate the attacker’s capability (i.e., outside of the target network and not experiencing the commissioning phase) and generate packets for fuzzing. We configure the framework module with the MAC address of the controller node, assign the PAN ID and EPID as the target network, and insert routing paths to the target devices. More details of the framework development are described in Section 5.

Semantic-aware packet fuzzing (Section 6). The goal is to identify packets that can cause Zigbee systems to fall into anomalous states (such as disconnection). We generate packets based on bit manipulations from the MAC layer. The low-level operations enable fine-granularity control over the packet components. To increase analysis speed, we develop semantic-aware fuzzing, which leads to packets more likely to be processed by the destination node and explore meaningful corner cases. We fuzz various fields and commands to find packets that result in attack vectors. Since regular Zigbee networks use AES-CCM* protection (described in Section 2.2), we also devote to bypassing encryption mechanisms. We elaborate our semantic-aware fuzzing in Section 6.

Constructing and fuzzing packets from the MAC layer. Next we describe our design choice of assembling packets on the MAC layer. On each layer (e.g., MAC, Network, or APS layer) there are independent functions to generate datagram. As shown in Figure 1, either APS layer (the payload of Network layer) or ZCL layer (the payload of APS layer) can be encrypted. For example, to handle the encrypted APS layer, we need to manipulate the Network layer. However, the Network layer functions provide limited capability to modify its own content. To solve the problem, we instead use the MAC layer functions to edit the MAC payload directly, which provides complete bit-level manipulation capabilities for the Network layer and other upper layers. Constructing packets from the MAC layer allows fine-granularity control over packet details to find vulnerabilities.

5 DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the details of our analysis framework. First, we explain how to modify the MAC address at the power-on phase. Then we illustrate configurations of network information to allow the framework module to send forged packets to the target Zigbee network.

5.1 Manipulation for Power-on Phase

As the first phase of the setup, we need the capability of arbitrarily manipulating the MAC address of the framework module. The original MAC address is specified by the manufacturer and is automatically loaded every time when the device is booted up. We add the code in the implementation to replace the MAC address with a different value, after the step that the MAC address is fetched from one of the sources (including non-volatile memory, flash memory, or random generation). The new MAC address that we specify will be loaded in the framework module at booting time to use for the communications.

5.2 Manipulation for Network-setup Phase

A more challenging task is to establish network connections from the framework module (playing as an adversary from outside of the network) to the target network’s devices. The Zigbee network is a closed network. During normal operations, the network does not accept association requests, and authorized nodes have their roles in the network (such as controller, router, or end device). However, a new device is not recognized by the network and can not play any role.

The general idea of our approach is that instead of attempting to join the target Zigbee network directly, we make the framework module (as a controller) create a separate network with the identical network identifiers as the target network, and strictly insert rules to route to the target devices (which are the devices in the target network). Therefore, when the framework module sends packets to its “own” device, it actually transmits to the device in the target network.

We exploit the Zigbee network formation procedure to enforce network-setup manipulation. Network formation needs three steps from a controller: (1) enabling the radio antenna, (2) setting PAN ID and EPID, and (3) opening to accept association requests. The framework module is configured in (2) generating the target network PAN ID and EPID and (3) adding routing path of the target device without commissioning. Note that so far the module hasn’t sent packets and affected the target network. To avoid the original controller from interfering with the network formation, the setup is conducted at a place outside of the transmission range of the target Zigbee network (after the needed information is sniffed as in Section 3). Below we describe manipulation details.

PAN ID manipulation. The 16-bit PAN ID is contained in every Zigbee packet (in the MAC layer header) to identify the associated network. We aim to modify the PAN ID of the new Zigbee network that the framework module creates, and make it the same as the PAN ID of the target network. In the implementation, the PAN ID is specified in a configuration file. The PAN ID of the target network can be easily obtained through wireless traffic sniffing, since it is transmitted unencrypted. If we put the same value in the configuration file, the framework module will use it as the PAN ID when constructing a new network.

EPID manipulation. The 64-bit EPID is a long version of the unique network identifier (counterpart of the 16-bit PAN ID). Zigbee mainly uses PAN ID in regular communications, while EPID is used in commissioning or rejoining process (in beacon packets to uniquely identify a Zigbee network). As described in Section 3, an adversary can acquire the EPIDs of the nearby Zigbee networks by simply broadcasting a beacon request. During network formation, we assign the EPID to the newly created network by setting the specific value.

Routing insertion. Though the framework module has generated a new network with the exact identifiers as the target network, this network does not contain any other node yet. Our goal is to induce the framework module to believe that a target device is associated with this new network and stand-by for communications. At the
end of network formation, the framework module will be in the open mode for a couple of hundred seconds to accept new nodes to join. However, a device has no incentive to actively send association requests (since it is in a stable connection status with the original network).

We find an alternative solution through the function AssocAddNew(A, B, C). The function maps the network address (A) and the MAC address (B) of a new node with relationship between the two nodes (C). The relationship type in our framework module is a parent (controller). After the module powers up, we push button 1 in the function zclGenericApp_HandleKeys() (on line 5 in Listing 1) to execute the routing insertion. The framework module maps the network address 0x57C3 and the MAC address 00:22:A3:00:00:1F:05:50. Function zclGenericApp_HandleKeys() handles events triggered by pushing buttons. The code will be executed if we push button 1.

Listing 1: Example code that we use to add routing information about a node (destination) with network address 0x57C3 and MAC address 00:22:A3:00:00:1F:05:50. Function zclGenericApp_HandleKeys() handles events triggered by pushing buttons. The code will be executed if we push button 1.

```c
static void zclGenericApp_HandleKeys(byte shift,
 byte keys )
{
 ...
 if (keys & HAL_KEY_SW_1)//if pushing button 1
{
 ...
 if (shift & 0x01)
{
 Dest = AssocAddNew(DestShortAddr,0x00,0x1F,0x05,0x5D);
 ...
 }
 ...
 }
```

6 SEMANTIC-AWARE ZIGBEE PACKET FUZZING

This section describes how we use the framework and generate candidate packets to find vulnerabilities in Zigbee. First, we systematically explore the semantics of Zigbee packets to analyze encryption and varied packet structures. Second, we fuzz fields and commands to identify packets that can cause Zigbee networks to be in abnormal states.

6.1 Semantically Exploring Zigbee Packet Structure

A straw-man approach is to put random contents in the generated packets and blindly test whether to cause Zigbee networks to malfunction. However, such an approach has poor efficiency, since many generated packets have broken formats and will be rejected directly by the target node. For example, even the shortest Network layer packets have 32 bits\(^1\) as the exploration space of random fuzzing. The maximum packet transmission rate of the antenna that we use is less than 200 packets per second. The brute force will take more than 248 days to examine the NWK packets with the shortest lengths. Our goal is to explore Zigbee packets not only on the NWK layer, but also on the APS and ZCL layers.

To accelerate analysis speed, we instead generate protocol-compliant packets and dissect detailed fields in the packet. There are two challenges that we address: (1) Zigbee uses encryption for data transmission, and (2) packets have varied lengths and formats according to different header values.

Managing encryption and authentication. As described in Section 2.2, Zigbee uses 128-bit AES-CCM\(^*\) key encryption and generates a 32-bit MIC, which can prevent replay attacks or plaintext brute force attacks (i.e., enumerating cyphertext to hit a meaningful plaintext). In our threat model, the adversary does not know the network key of the target Zigbee network. Without the correct key to apply, the packets cannot be accepted and read properly by the other node.

We examine unencrypted fields in the Zigbee packets (e.g., MAC or network headers) and find ways to transmit plaintext that can cause the target node to process. To have the payload of a layer encrypted, there are three security-related fields on that layer: security enabled bit (in the frame control field of the layer header), security AUX header (used to construct a nonce), and the MIC (appended after the payload for integrity checking). Figure 4 demonstrates the field locations on the Network layer. Among these parts, the security enabled bit plays a decisive role. If the security enabled bit is set to 0, the layer payload will not deploy any security mechanism. Accordingly, the layer will not include the AUX header (due to no data encryption) or MIC. The setting bypasses the security mechanisms, and the forged unencrypted messages can be received and affect the target device.

If the security enabled bit is set to 1, the payload will be encrypted along with the MIC appended after the payload. The packets that we generate without the knowledge of the network key a priori are not valid packets, but they may cause negative impacts if the systems have implementation flaws. The Zigbee 128-bit AES-CCM\(^*\) encryption uses the “counter mode”, which allows generating encryption output with arbitrary length (the output can be shorter than 128 bits). In the “counter mode”, the 128-bit AES encrypts an incremental nonce (not directly encrypts the plaintext), and then XOR with the plaintext. The ciphertext with the same length as the original plaintext is sufficient for decipher, e.g., one byte of data will be encrypted and transmitted as one-byte ciphertext. In Section 6.2, we develop strategies to fuzz and explore the encrypted NWK payload and the MIC.

Analyzing varied packet formats. In addition to encryption, Zigbee has varied packet formats, which makes existing protocol fuzzing approaches implausible [27, 68, 73]. First, the header values cause different header lengths and consequently change the packet structures. Zigbee uses such dynamic strategy to make the packets as short as possible. For example, the security enabled bit mentioned above will add the AUX header (as shown in Figure 4),

\(^1\)Two bytes of frame control field in the header, one byte of NWK command, and one byte of command attribute. The header also contains two bytes of source network address and two bytes of destination network address, which we do not count in the exploration space.
We fuzz the fields of the packets ranging from the Network (NWK) layer, to the APS, to the ZCL layer. We consider the semantics and relationship across different layers. To set the packet details, we construct each layer’s header and payload (based on the MAC layer operations) and leverage the structure of Zigbee commands and attributes to ensure the generated packets having protocol-compliant formats.

**Network (NWK) layer fuzzing.** We first configure the Network layer header and payload. In particular, the frame control byte in the Network header has the security enabled bit that can be set to 0 or 1 as mentioned in Section 6.1. The network header can use three types of address settings (source and destination network address, source and destination network address and source MAC address, source and destination network address and source and destination MAC address) and two security bit settings (0 and 1). The maximum length of the Zigbee packet should be less than 128 bytes as specified in the standard [28]. Network layer packets include command ID in this layer. Each network command packet has its own attribute to be fuzzed. There are 13 valid network commands. Each command has one attribute (one byte). On the Network layer, if security enabled bit set as 0, there are 3,328 (13 × 256) combinations in total.

If the security enabled bit set as 1, the network payload is encrypted and the MIC is added for integrity check. On the bit level, we can put random data into the packets to explore. However, it is infeasible to brute force the entire space. As described in Section 6.1, the “counter mode” of Zigbee encryption preserves the content lengths, so we will leverage the length structure of Zigbee commands to prioritize cases that are likely to lead to meaningful results. All defined Network commands are one byte, and we add at most another one byte as attributes. Since we do not have the network key, we set random MIC values (to fulfill the MIC lengths) and fuzz the payload only with the lengths of possible commands. To examine the flaws of bypassing the integrity check, we fuzz encryption payload lengths of 8 and 16 bits. There are 65,792 combinations in this category (the sum of 2^8 and 2^16). The NWK header has 3 unencrypted bits that can be fuzzed for different packet settings. The total fuzzing number is 526,336 (≈ 65792 × 2^3) that we explore under the security enabled bit set as 1.
For upper layers, we continue to leverage our attribute ID. An integer smaller groups (e.g., 120,000 per group) for easier experiment setup. Developing a binary search approach. First, we divide all packets into locating attack packets. Combining NWK, APS, and ZCL layers, we introduce the experiment settings that we use for analysis. Then this section describes the experiments we conducted in real Zigbee systems and the results of examining the transmission packets. First, we introduce the experiment settings that we use for analysis. Then we detail the five attacks that we find by using fuzzing tests and generating protocol-compliant packets.

### 7.2 Identified Attacks and Analysis

We identify 39 parameter settings that lead to five attack categories. In the proof-of-concept attacks, we anonymize vendor-specific information in the paper. Table 2 lists the Zigbee devices and systems used in our experiments. These systems use various chipsets and software. We programmed the module CC2538 [39] to generate and send Zigbee packets. We also used USB dongle CC2531 [38] to sniff Zigbee packets and analyze the packets in Ubiqua protocol analyzer [69]. In the proof-of-concept attacks, we set the transmission rate as 100ms (i.e., 10 packets per second). We tested physical distances to launch attacks. With enhanced antennae, attacks are successful up to a distance around 60 meters.
whether an attack is applicable to each Zigbee system respectively. We use our Zigbee semantic-aware fuzzing method developed in Section 6.2 to identify vulnerabilities across different packet layers. Next, we will describe the details of each attack category and analyze the root causes.

**Attack 1: Communication interruption.** The first attack can suppress communication from Zigbee devices (observing anomaly ① from Table 1). As shown in Table 3, our experiments find two ZCL cluster IDs, which cause such problems on six Zigbee systems. The attack can be triggered within 25 seconds (with settings and transmission rate as described in Section 7.1). The target device will stop sending any response to the controller (while the controller still believes the device is connected in the network). The communication interruption continues multiple minutes (sometimes over one hour). Consequently, the device can not fulfill the intended functions. Figure 5 shows examples of regular and interrupted responses (no response for around one hour based on the timestamps).

**Cause analysis of Attack 1 (ZCL layer).** This attack exploits the vulnerabilities of negative effects with combination of clusters, attributes and commands, which is the cluster functionality (as in Section 2.1) located in the ZCL layer. There are two main reasons to trigger this attack. First, the device is affected by the unencrypted packets. In the devices, there is no definition of such unencrypted packet processing. However, our experiment shows that the unencrypted packets affect the target device. Second, the device processes the packets that have clusters not defined in the application. Each application defines specific clusters. The application should only process the packets with the defined clusters. But we find undefined cluster IDs affect the behavior of Zigbee devices.

**Attack 2: Disconnection.** The second attack category is able to cause the target devices to lose connection with their networks (observing anomaly ② and ③ from Table 1). Such attacks are applicable on all 10 Zigbee systems. As shown in Table 3, we find vulnerable commands on NWK and APS layers. An attack can be accomplished in 75 seconds (with settings and transmission rate as described in Section 7.1). The device disconnects and attempts to rejoin. On the Zigbee systems, the rejoin procedure does not succeed or repeats several times, and the system loses connection during this period.

**Cause analysis of Attack 2 (NWK and APS layers).** The attack causes negative effects to the target device by commands in the NWK and APS layers, which are responsible for the routing service and control service (as in Section 2.1). The root cause is that the vulnerable systems accept unencrypted packets and undefined commands. In addition, the device cannot rejoin the network due to the leave packet sent by the Zigbee controller. During the rejoin procedure, the device sends rejoin request to the controller, and then the controller replies with rejoin response to the device. Next the device should send a device announcement to broadcast the device information. In some systems, we observe that the device announcement packet is not sent, and the controller sends a leave packet to indicate the device to rejoin the network again, which results in rejoin failures. Figure 6 shows the comparison between regular and failure rejoin packets. Some other systems can finish sending the device announcement to the target device, but

---

Table 3: Identified attacks on 10 Zigbee systems. Each row represents one identified attack. The ● labels indicate the Zigbee systems are affected. The * signs in Improper integrity check and Truncated packet indicate the packets have security enabled bit set as 1. NH in Truncated packet indicates network header. The detailed analysis is at each attack description in Section 7.2.
there are frequent multiple disconnections causing communication problems. Some systems cannot rejoin and need manual reset.

**Attack 3: Key leakage.** This attack will cause vulnerable systems to leak security information (network key) to the adversary (observing anomaly 7 from Table 1). The network key is being used by all the devices in the network. Therefore, with the network key leaked, an attacker can send arbitrary commands to all devices in the target network. We find ZCL cluster IDs that can cause key leakage on the Zigbee systems. The attack packets will cause the device to send rejoin requests. During the rejoin process, the controller will resend the network key which is only encrypted by the default link key (known to the public). With the publicly known link key and the frame counter in the packet (plaintext), we are able to decrypt and retrieve the network key of the network. Figure 7 shows an example packet that leaks the network key. In particular, the APS command 1D is 0x05 for “Transport Key”. If the network key is leaked from one vulnerable device, an attacker can use it to control all other devices (e.g., to unlock an intact Zigbee door lock) in the same Zigbee network.

**Cause analysis of Attack 3 (APS layer).** The attack exploits the vulnerabilities of security information transmission controlled by the APS layer. There are two causes that lead to the key leakage. First, the unencrypted rejoin packets sent by the device make the controller resend the network key. During the rejoin process, the device and the controller exchange rejoin request, rejoin response and device information broadcast with encrypted packets. However, the target device sends unencrypted rejoin request to the controller. The controller needs to inform the security information to the device. Second, many Zigbee devices send the network key with a publicly known link key. Adversaries can get the information encrypted with the link key. Typically the network key is only exchanged in the commissioning phase. However, our attack can induce the unsafe network key transmission at regular operation time.

**Attack 4: Improper integrity check.** This attack causes the target device in an abnormal state with manipulated integrity code packets. The attack is applicable in all the 10 Zigbee systems. As shown in Figure 8, we set the security enabled bit as 1 and manipulate the MIC. As shown in Table 3, we find the problem in NWK command packets. In all the 10 systems, disconnection is observed with identified command packets (observing anomaly 2 from Table 1, with security enabled bit set as 1). The Zigbee systems fall into repeated rejoin processes, failing to fulfill normal functions.

**Cause analysis of Attack 4 (NWK layer).** The attack exploits improper integrity check in the NWK layer. There are two main reasons of the attack. The first reason is the improper integrity check of the incoming packets. In standard Zigbee protocol [8], the incoming packet should check the payload and MIC. But in the experiment, the device is affected by invalid MIC packets. The second reason is that Network layer payload length is small, at most two bytes. As described in Section 6.1 and 6.2, due to Zigbee “counter mode” encryption, fuzzing encrypted payload on the Network layer is feasible to reach defined commands that affect the device.

**Attack 5: Truncated packet.** This attack causes response lagging on the target device which delays data transmission. The attack is able to affect nine of the 10 Zigbee systems (observing anomaly 8 from Table 1). The transmitting packets in this attack also set the security enabled bit as 1. As the example in Figure 9, different from normal packets, there is no payload and MIC in truncated packets. The packet only consists of network header and network AUX header. As shown in Table 3, we find two settings of such truncated packets can cause problems during the experiments.

**Cause analysis of Attack 5 (NWK layer).** The truncated packets include the NWK layer but incomplete payload. The attack exploits the potential problems of packet processing in the NWK and APS layers. The main reason is that the target device processes the truncated packets and interferes with the normal communication with the controller. To process the incoming packet, the device matches the address in the network header and the addresses stored in the device, and does the decryption. The truncated packet with incorrect network header can consume the device’s resources in address matching and decryption. The consumption of resources will cause lagging in the normal communication of the target devices.

**Efficiency comparison with blind fuzzing.** We examine the efficiency of our semantic-aware fuzzing by comparing with blind fuzzing in practice. Since it is implausible to brute force fuzzing the entire Zigbee header as described in Section 6.1, we consider a specific blind fuzzing limited on the frame control fields in different layer headers. Different values in frame control fields will affect the Zigbee packet structure (see Section 6.1). For an identified attack, we keep the same payload, fuzz the frame control fields, and calculate how many packets can cause the successful attacks. One device is used as the comparison target. We first check the NWK layer, where the frame control field has two bytes. We choose the NWK command 89 in Attack 2 for testing, and the ratio between all blind fuzzing packets and the ones that can successfully trigger the attacks is
Figure 7: Attack 3 example packet that leaks the network key (with the black boxes). Given the publicly known link key, it can retrieve the network key.

139: 1. The observation demonstrates that the tested blind fuzzing takes 139 times of packets to find the vulnerability that our fuzzing approach identified. We further consider both NWK and APS layers, where the APS layer adds its own one-byte frame control field. We examine the APS command 0D in Attack 2, and the ratio increases to 2962: 1. Considering the potential variations of the other header fields and commands, our semantic-aware approach for Zigbee is more efficient to generate candidates that produce meaningful results.

Evaluation over multiple trials. We experimented on the fuzzing over multiple trials and compared performance with the standard protocol fuzzer Sulley [25]. We also experimented on blind fuzzing and it found no vulnerability in the experiments, as the efficiency of blind fuzzing is too low. Sulley is not originally designed for Zigbee, and we adapted Sulley to apply on Zigbee packets. We experimented on a fuzzing subspace of the NWK layer and used the first 5,000 test cases for comparison. One target device was selected to demonstrate the results. Figure 10 shows the results and comparison over three trials. The x-axis represents the trials, and the y-axis indicates the number of identified attacks. We observe that our semantic-aware fuzzing is more effective in terms of identified vulnerability numbers. In addition, different trials have similar results, indicating the performance is stable and converges over multiple trials.

8 DISCUSSION

Responsible disclosure. We reported our identified Zigbee vulnerabilities to the Connectivity Standards Alliance and the 10 Zigbee product vendors in June and July 2022. The Connectivity Standards Alliance responded to our request quickly and aimed to investigate vulnerability causes. For the vendors, we reported details to the corresponding product security teams. Eight vendors have responded to our requests and discussed vulnerability details (two vendors have not responded), and four vendors have acknowledged our findings. The attacks can be launched from outside of the closed Zigbee networks. Two vendors have designated high severity for the preliminary rating of our identified security vulnerabilities, and one vendor committed to fix the issues through firmware updates. The feedback from the alliance and the vendors validates the significance of our findings. Our developed approaches and findings facilitate effectively scrutinizing and improving Zigbee security.

Mitigation discussions. We suggest countermeasures based on the packet layers (NWK, APS and ZCL layers) as follows.

NWK layer. The network (NWK) layer provides network maintenance (as in Section 2.1). There is a command in the NWK layer (network status, command ID 03) to check the address conflict and verify addresses [8]. To mitigate the Disconnection attack (Attack 2 in 7.2), both the controller and the device can use the network status command to check the connection status of the network. The NWK layer encrypts the payload and generates the integrity code for authentication (as in Section 2.2). The available authentication code lengths are 32, 64 and 128 bits [8]. To mitigate the Improper integrity check attack (Attack 4 in 7.2), we can redefine the authentication code with more flexible lengths (e.g., 22, 24, 26 bits, etc.). The authentication process load can be lower and the protection level remains the same (22 bits need 5-6 days to catch the correct match by random fuzzing). The NWK layer also processes the incoming packets and transports the NWK payload to the upper layer (as in Figure 1). There is no standard minimum NWK packet length (including headers, payload and integrity code) in the specification [8]. To mitigate the Truncated packets attack (Attack 5 in 7.2), we can standardize the minimum NWK packet length threshold. Truncated packets, as incomplete packets, can be discarded without network layer check.

APS layer. The APS layer provides control services (as in Section 2.1). The APS command ‘verify key’ (command ID 0F) provides the source address (MAC), key type and key, which can be utilized as the verification message. To mitigate the Disconnection attack (Attack 2 in 7.2), the controller can check the device’s information periodically. The APS layer also provides APS encryption (as in Figure 1). To mitigate the Key leakage attack (Attack 3 in 7.2), we propose to add a separate encryption key and put the key management
The experiments use a real development module to execute code, authorized commissioning \[\text{missioning phase, including touchlink vulnerabilities}\].

Previous studies focused on Zigbee security in Zigbee security. 9 RELATED WORK

The ZCL layer provides data services (cluster functionality as in Section 2.1). The data services include in the clusters, commands and attributes. To mitigate the Communication Interruption attack (Attack 3 in 7.2), Zigbee can standard the packet processing with undefined clusters, commands or attributes to avoid unpredictable results.

Limitation. Though our developed framework is effective to discover Zigbee vulnerabilities, our approach has overhead and scalability limitations due to analyzing physical hardware and devices. The experiments use a real development module to execute code, and the packet transmission rate is restricted by the antenna capability. A future research direction is to develop emulation to reduce the experiment overhead. Software emulation of Zigbee stack and packets needs less dependency on hardware, and a combination approach with both software emulation and hardware testing has the potential to improve performance and address the limitations.

9 RELATED WORK

Zigbee security. Previous studies focused on Zigbee security in limited attack scenarios. One main type is to attack Zigbee commissioning phase, including touchlink vulnerabilities [52], unauthorized commissioning [1, 45, 61], human action leakage [51], association request attack [58], and insecure rejoining [64]. However, the commissioning phase has a short attack time window, which requires human interactions to enable. Another type is to learn security keys of the Zigbee system, including breaking into Zigbee encryption [60], command functions in Killerbee [57, 71, 77], local flash memory [32], key revocation and key sniffing [26, 81]. Different from existing work, the attacks in our study do not know security keys a priori. The third type is attack launched in the target Zigbee network, including spoofing device fingerprinting [66], spoofing system processing [62], and attacking router buffer [56]. Others studied attacks targeting lower layers, such as physical layer attacks [13, 17, 70, 72], MAC layer jamming attacks [5], and power consumption [6, 16]. In contrast, our work reveals Zigbee attacks with unprivileged conditions, i.e., not limited to the commissioning phase and not knowing security keys a priori, and systematically examines upper layer information.

IoT security. With the thriving of IoT devices, research on IoT security has drawn more attention. Vulnerabilities in connection phase exploit authentication [30, 67, 74], application connection [9] and commissioning in 802.11 and LTE [15, 19, 42]. Goodspeed et al. [33] crafted packets-in-packets in the physical layer to inject radio packets; On the other hand, we developed methods to manipulate higher layer fields for Zigbee. Compromised IoT devices can be exploited to launch physical-world attacks [36, 65]. Krivtsova et al. [44] used broadcast storm attack to congest the transmission channel. Antonakakis et al. [11] studied that Mirai botnet infected IoT devices’ ecosystem. In contrast, our work focuses on analyzing the security of packet communication of Zigbee, widely used by modern IoT devices.

Protocol fuzzing. Existing Zigbee fuzzing analysis was merely on the MAC layer [48, 80]. Other traditional fuzzing [10, 23, 43, 46, 53] targeted specific protocols and required normal communication to perform analysis, not applicable to our analysis scenarios where the device is outside of the target Zigbee network. Miller et al. [50] introduced classic fuzzing, and our work leveraged similar insight and developed the semantic-aware method for Zigbee. Existing semantic fuzzing considered simple cases, such as payload length fuzzing (long payload, zero or no payload) [14, 27, 47, 68, 73], simple character manipulation [3], or special values enumeration [40]. On the other hand, our Zigbee semantic-aware fuzzing is to analyze...
We further develop an analysis framework that provides flexible adversaries can launch attacks from outside of the target network and do not need any encryption keys. We use this framework to design semantic-aware fuzzing to explore packets that are more likely to produce meaningful results. We identify five attacks that can cause malfunction states (including disconnection and security information leakage) and built proof of concepts on 10 industry Zigbee devices and systems. Our work highlights previously unknown Zigbee security problems and provides mitigation suggestions. In the future, the Zigbee protocol will be widely used in 5G cellular network as Massive IoT [76]. The vulnerabilities of one Zigbee device can affect other IoT devices in the network.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper we systematically analyze attacks targeting Zigbee. We find new attacks where adversaries can launch attacks from outside the target network. To achieve efficient analysis, we design semantic-aware fuzzing to explore packets that more likely to produce meaningful results. We identified five attacks that can cause malfunction states (including disconnection and security information leakage) and built proof of concepts on 10 industry Zigbee devices and systems. Our work highlights previously unknown Zigbee security problems and provides mitigation suggestions. In the future, the Zigbee protocol will be widely used in 5G cellular network as Massive IoT [76]. The vulnerabilities of one Zigbee device can affect other IoT devices in the network.
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